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Report of the Trustees of the East 
Mississippi Insane Hospital
Meridian, Miss., June 30th, 1921.
To the Members of the Mississippi State Legislature;
The members of the Board of Trustees of the East Mississippi Insane 
Hospital respectfully submit their biennial report, for the period ending 
June 30th, 1921. The general statistics of the institution for the term, 
showing the number and movement of patients, will be found in the Super­
intendent’s report, which is annexed hereto.
The hospital has carried its approximate quota of seven hundred pa­
tients lor the two years. During the year 1920 there has been an increase 
in the number of patients of more than ten per cent, but all have been well 
cared lor and the general condition of the patients during the last year has 
been better than during the year previous. This is accounted for by the 
tact that we have been able to look after the patients more systematically, 
and have been able to give them better nourishment, by reason of the fact 
that prices have to a certain extent declined in the cost of edibles.
Our Board has made a special study of the general morale of the institu­
tion. We have tried to and have imbued each one, from the Superintendent 
to the lowest of the employees, with the idea that for the institution to be 
successful there should be absolute harmony and cooperation. In this we 
have had the assistance of the Superintendent and Steward, and of the 
various heads of departments. In order to satisfy ourselves along this line, 
we, during this spring, without notice to anyone at ths institution, called 
before us the heads of the various departments, and a good many of the 
employees, questioning them in regard to the affairs of the institution in 
general and their attitude toward the Superintendent and Steward, and 
without exception every one of the employees stated that the institution 
was in better condition than it had been for the past two years, and each 
and every one spoke in praise of the methods and system of the Superin­
tendent and Steward, because, in its last analysis, the success of ths insti­
tution depends more largely upon these two officials than any others.
The improvements made at the institution this year have been dons 
very largely by ths Bond Commission, which, in accordance with the instruc­
tions of the Legislature, have done their work with an eye single to the 
improvement of the institution. Of course, no two boards would have done 
exactly the same work. We who are on the ground would probably have 
done some things in a different way, but we do not question the wisdom of 
the Commission because we are satisfied they have acted conscientiously, 
and, with the light before them, have done what is best for the institution.
The care and treatment of more than seven hundred insane is a great 
responsibility. These unfortunate wards of the State should be given every 
facility for their comfort, and the very best and most scientific treatment. 
We believe our Medical Staff is thoroughly competent, and that each and
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every employee of the institution has at heart the betterment of the con­
dition of the patients. We commend the most thoughtful consideration of 
our Superintendent’s report, and suggest to your Honorable Body that the 
requests made therein will be for the welfare of the unfortunates who are 
sent to this institution.
We especially urge the establishment of occupational theraphy and 
social service. The employment of the patients is the best method of bring­
ing about restorations: if they are allowed to be idle there is but little 
opportunity to permanently cure them.
In the matter of protection against fire, we urge the Legislature to 
appropriate sufficient funds for a fire escape on the male side of the main 
building. It would be practically impossible to save the patients in a gen­
eral fire, situated as they are at present, and, in this connection, we wish 
to urge the necessity of connection with the city water works system of the 
City of Meridian. We have not sufficient water pressure to protect our 
buildings in case of fire. This connection with the city water works would 
be of great advantage in many ways, but especially so in the case of fire 
protection.
It is very expensive for the institution to have to haul all of its freight 
from the city. The M. & M. Railroad now comes within a short distance 
of the institution, and a spur track would not only pay good Interest on 
the investment but would in time actually pay for itself in the saving on 
freight.
One of the best improvements we have made during the past two years 
is the employment of an all-time dentist, and we are finding that the health 
of the patients is being improved. A great many ills are directly traceable 
to bad teeth and having a dentist constantly in charge and giving daily 
attention to the patients is working most beneficially.
When the Bond Commission finishes its present programme at our in­
stitution some of the disadvantages that we are now encountering will be 
done away with, but in order to put the institution really where it should 
be the estimate made by the Superintendent, and endorsed by Architect 
Link, should have your very careful consideration. We believe one of the 
most urgent needs of the institution is the establishment of receiving wards 
(male and female). This will enable the patients to be handled more sys­
tematically, and the Superintendent can begin at once and more perfectly 
give the required attention to new patients.
Our Superintendent, and, in fact, the entire force, are thoughtful in 
trying to preserve valuable property and the suggestions of repairs are 
made only after careful study of the actual situation of the institution.
We have had made a careful inventory of all the property of the in­
stitution. This totals, including the buildings, personal property and real 
estate, $462,468.30, or, in other words, the State has a half million dollar 
plant in this institution. This Inventory is on file in the institution and we 
would be glad Indeed to have the members of the Legislature see it them­
selves, that they might know just exactly what the State has in valuation 
in this Institution.
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Our meetings have been held regularly at the institution, and there has 
been a general personal inspection by the entire Board once each quarter, 
and once each month by a member of the Board.
We would be glad indeed to have a Committee of your Honorable Body 
to visit our Institution, and we feel sure that when they become conversant 
with the work being done at this institution you will readily grant the 
requests set forth in the Superintendent’s report.
Assuring you of our hearty cooperation in all that tends to make for the 
betterment and comfort of the patients of the East Mississippi Insane Hos­
pital, this report is respectfully submitted.
WM. PERRY, JR., President, 
H. M. QUIN, Secretary, 
J. M. CARTER,
W. JEFF GRAHAM, 
HON. E. S. RICHARDSON.
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Report of Superintendent
To the Board of Trustees, East Mississippi Insane Hospital;
Gentlemen—I have the pleasure of submitting to your Honorable Board 
the biennial report of the operations of this hospital from July 1st, 1919, 
to June 30th, 1921.
To this report is attached an extra statistical table, showing the gen­
eral movement of population of the hospital, and the conditions of those 
received and discharged.
The Steward’s report is also attached, and this will give you, in detail, 
the manner in which the different funds have been expended.
The management of this institution has been much less difficult than 
for the former biennial period. The Legislature gave us sufficient funds 
to properly feed and clothe our patients, and we have been fortunate in 
getting country girls and boys of a high type to serve as attendants. Their 
training has been such that they are in demand by other institutions. 
Although many have left us our number of applicants has been adequate. 
We have always succeeded in retaining sufficient old help to properly train 
the new. Have discharged very few during the period for violence toward 
patients. As a whole our employees are well satisfied, and our patients 
contented.
An inspection of the tables shows 16 died of tuberculosis; 20 died of 
pellagra; 10 of epilepsy, and many 'of old age and debility. Twenty-two 
cases were admitted over sixty; two were admitted over 70 and one over 
90; and considering the class as a whole, we could not expect any material 
betterment in results.
During the influenza epidemic in March and April, 1920, we were less 
fortunate than in the year before, losing 12 patients.
During the month of April, 1921, we had an epidemic of smallpox, 
having 15 cases. Since that time and in future, every patient will be 
vaccinated.
For several years all patients and employees have been given anti­
typhoid vaccine. During the two years we have had only lour cases, one 
being admitted June 21, 1920, and died June 28th, 1920.
Three patients have committed suicide, two by strangulation by hang­
ing; one died from injuries received from falling from third floor, while 
trying to escape. One patient died of asphyxia, due to falling clay. The 
coroner was immediately notified, and upon careful inquiry, exonerated the 
attendants from all censure.
I have made no radical changes in the care and treatment of patients. 
However, all restraint has been reduced to a minimum and used only at 
the direction of a physician. Habit training has been installed on the untidy 
wards, with wonderful results.
During the past four years, the continuous baths have been used to great 
advantage. In November, 1920, the hydro-therapeutic department was dis-
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continued, because of needed repairs. This important means of treatment 
should be in continuous use.








M F T M F T
Present July 1st............................. .............................288 359 647 302 353 655
Received;
First admissions............................. ............................. 88 83 171 99 74 173
Readmitted ..................................... ............................. 34 25 59 35 28 63
Total received during year....... .............................122 108 230 134 102 236
Total treated during year.......... ............................. 410 467 877 436 455 891
Discharged during year:
As recovered................................... ............................. 10 8 18 11 17 28
As improved..................................... .............................. 29 30 59 21 22 43
As unimproved....................................................... .. 12 20 32 8 11 19
As without psychoses.................. .............................. 4 .... 4 ....
By habeas corpus........................... .... 1 1
Alcoholic and drug addicts....... .............................. 19 11 30 16 4 20
Transferred to other institutions............................... .... 14 1 15
Died during year......................................................... 32 43 75 23 19 42
Total discharged, transferred and died dur-
ing year.................................... ..............................106 112 217 93 75 168
Number patients remaining on books of insti-
tution at end of institution year.................. 302 353 655 342 380 722
Only emergency surgery lias been done at our hospital. However, six 
cases have been carried to the Matty Hersee Hospital. The management of 
that institution has cooperated with us in every way possible.
In the treatment of cases at the tubercular pavilion and infirmary, I 
refer, you to the report of Dr. H. C. Sheffield and Dr. L. E. Trent.
Amusement and recreation has been provided more liberally than in the 
past; consisting of dances every Saturday night in winter, every cool Sat­
urday night in summer; parties and music during the week, base ball and 
other out door amusement in summer. The attendance at the base ball 
games always fill the grand stand, and much Interest and enthusiasm is 





Each year a number of patients are carried to the Miss.-Ala. Fair.
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The prizes were donated by business houses of Meridian.
The Vicksburg Herald is sent regularly to the institution, gratis, and is 
appreciated by the patients. Mr. Vance, the peanut man, visits the institu­
tion regularly and distributes peanuts, popcorn, candy, apples and oranges 
to every patient.
The patients enjoyed a special pork dinner for Thanksgiving, 1919 and 
1920, and chicken for Christmas, 1919, and turkey for Christmas, 1920.
A minister is regularly employed and preaches twice a month, and in 
addition to this, officiates at all funerals.
There has been no change in the medical staff. These men are well 
versed in Psychiatry, and every patient enjoys proper diagnosis and treat­
ment. Every patient committed is given a complete physical and mental 
examination and a permanent record is made of same. It is our purpose to 
give as good treatment and file as complete records as the best institution 
in the South. Staff meetings are held three times per week, when patients 
are presented and properly classified.
IMPROVEMENTS.
The improvements in the engineering and carpentry departments may be 
seen in the report of Mr. Theo C. Link, Architect of the State Bond Im­
provement Commission.
DAIRY.
C. M. Harrington, Dairyman. The dairy herd consists of 88 animals; 
containing 2 registered Holstein bulls; 2 registered Jersey bulls; 10 regis­
tered Holstein cows; 6 registered Jersey cows; 16 grade Holstein cows; 20
The following is a program of the last 4th of July, which was g 
enjoyed by the patients, employees and visitors:
Contest. Prizes.
1. Sack race—men patients.....................
2. Peanuts.
2. Barrel rolling—women patients......candy.
2. 1 lb. box candy.
3. 100 yard dash—male employees......cigars.
2. Cigarettes.
4. 50 yard dash—women employees....1.
2. Box candy.
5. Tug of war—men patients................ 1. Cigars and peanuts.
6. Potato race—women patients..........articles.
2. Pair silk stockings.
7. Wheelbarrow race—men patients....1. cigars.
2. Cigarettes.
8. Ball throwing contest—men
employees............................................ 1. Box cigars.
9. Running broad jump—open to all.... 1. Box cigars.
10. Greased pole—open to all.................. 1. $5.00.
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grade Jersey cows; 9 registered Holstein heifers; 8 registered Jersey heifers; 
2 registered Holstein bull calves; 1 registered Jersey bull calf; 1 grade Jer­
sey bull calf. The milk production per cow has been high. The Institution 
has a great herd of Holsteins and Jerseys. Unfortunately our pastures are 
poor, and most of the feed is bought.
During the year a milking machine has been installed, and is proving a 
success. The much needed cow shed was supplied by the Bond Commission.
FARM AND GARDEN.
W. S. Burns, Farmer. Up until the drought in last two months, our 
farm and garden have provided well, as the Steward’s report will show.
HOGS.
The hogs have also been taken care of by the farmer to good advantage. 
The herd consists of registered Duroc Jerseys. The pigs are not registered; 
however, they are raised only for the institution, and not for sale.
CHICKENS.
Mrs. C. M. Harrington. Fresh eggs have been supplied the institution 
by the small flock containing 17 roosters, 477 hens, 200 pullets, 60 ducks.
YARD AND LAWN.
Mrs. C. M. Harrington. The premises—front and back, have been 
greatly beautified during the past year, due to the hard work of Mrs. Har­
rington. Shrubbery planted by a local florist also adds greatly to the ap­
pearance of the front yard. Cut flowers and beautiful plants have been 
distributed to the wards weekly. Every effort has been put forth to promote 
a feeling of homelikeness and comfort, as well as break the monotony of 
hospital life.
DENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Dr. J. E. O’Flinn gave two afternoons a week to this service, until he 
resigned on April 1st, 1921. In June Dr. W. R. Abrell was appointed full 
time dentist. A complete dental equipment has been installed. This work 
is essential and will show results. An X-ray must be purchased.
SEWING ROOM.
Miss Eva Harrington. As in the past, this department has reduced the 
per capita cost, as will be shown by the Steward’s report.
GENERAL REPAIRS.
The general repairs for this institution will be found in the report of 
Mr. Theo C. Link. The buildings were in such dilapidated condition that 
the great amount of money spent makes a very small showing. However, 
the institution has been benefited greatly physically.
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APPROPRIATION.
To properly feed, clothe and furnish proper supervision and treatment 
of the patients here, and in order that the standard of care of our patients 
shall not be lowered, it will be necessary to ask the following of the Legis­
lature:
























Estimate on the following was made by Mr. Theo C. Link, as per his 
letter:
A home for fifteen male employees.
A home for fifteen female employees.
An occupational center and amusement hall; capacity 400.
Receiving service for men, with hydro; capacity 20 to 30.
Receiving service for women, with hydro; capacity 20 to 30.
In these two buildings, I want the continuous bath rooms separate from 
the rest of the hydro department, as patients taking continuous baths are 
excited cases and should not be irritated by contact with the patients taking 
other types of hydrotherapy.
Fire proofing of main building and stairways.
A Kirker-Bender fire escape for male side of main building.
Railroad spur, two miles.
Motion picture machine.
Sufficient money to paint inside and outside of all buildings.
Sufficient funds to install cement floor in west wing, ground floor of 
hospital.
Sufficient funds to install cement floor down stairs in present laundry. 
Six miles hog wire fencing.
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(Copy of letter from Mr. Theo C. Link.)
Dr. M. J. L. Hoye, Supt.,
East Miss. Insane Hospital,
Meridian, Miss.
Dear Doctor:—The improvements listed in yours of July 6th, are cer­
tainly essential to put your institution on a good and efficient basis. I 
figure that the total cost of the items mentioned will be in the neighborhood 
of $250,000.00.
Yours very truly,
STATE BOND IMPROVEMENT COMMISSION, 
Theo C. Link, Director of Public Works.
It will be noted I am asking for funds with which to install occupa­
tional therapy and social service work. I refer to the work being done at 
the Mississippi State Insane Hospital in Jackson. This work is essential 
and should be conducted in both institutions. They will make our hospital 
more efficient.
To get the best results from occupational therapy, however, an arrange­
ment should be made whereby able bodied men and women from Jackson 
should be transferred to this institution in return for unproductive patients 
here. The Mississippi State Insane Hospital has a great supply of colored 
labor for all the industrial departments. The patients who work are re­
ceiving the greatest possible benefit. There is great therapeutic value in 
carefully, selected employment. The white Insane who are replaced on the 
farm and other departments by the negro labor could enjoy the benefit of 
work here. Most patients prefer work. It certainly retards mental de­
terioration and insures to the patient a measure of contentment and hap­
piness.
There is complete harmony and cooperation between the officers and 
employees. The head of each department is giving efficient service.
I wish to thank you gentlemen for your counsel and encouragement 
given the employees, the staff and myself. Also for the many kindnesses 
shown the patients.
Respectfully submitted,




Data correct at end of institution year June 30, 1921.
Date of opening as an institution lor the Insane...............................January, 1885




Value of hospital property





Total acreage of hospital property owned .460 8/10 acres
OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES.
.Actually in Service 
















Other nurses and attendants. 24 27 51
All other officers and employees. 25 33




CENSUS OF PATIENT POPULATION AT END OF YEAR.
Absent from Institution 
Actually in Institution 
Males Females Total









263 279 542 23 15 38
24 32 56 ....
16 51 67
.... .... .... 3 3
8 1 9 5 2 7
— — — -—■ —■ —
311 363 674 31 17 48
or in general
............... 153 151 304
Patients employed in industrial classes
hospital work on date of report..........
Average daily number of all patients actually in insti­
tution during year.....................................................................
Voluntary patients admitted during year................................. 2 2
700
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TABLE 3.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR THE BIENNIAL PERIOD ENDING 
JUNE 30, 1921.
RECEIPTS.







Expenditures for maintenance of patients 
Salaries and wages..........................................
Provisions (food).............................................
Fuel, light and water......................................
All other expenditures for maintenance
Total expenditures for maintenance.....................................................$346,898.04
Expenditures for purposes other than maintenance, including new 
buildings, additions, extraordinary repairs, improvements, etc. 125,000.00 
(Expended by State Bond Improvement Commission.)
Total expenditures .$471,898.04
TABLE 4
NATIVITY OP FIRST ADMISSIONS AND OP PARENTS OF FIRST AD­
MISSIONS FOR THE BIENNIAL PERIOD JUNE 30, 1921.
Patients
Parents of Male 
Patients





..1(9 154 333 165 165 330 146 146 292
1 1 1 1 2
11 1 1 2Austria
England
France
2 2 2 2 4
1 1 1 1 2
Germany 
Greece ..
22 1 3 2 2 4 1 1
1 1 1 1 2
Poland 1 1 1 1 2
Unascertained 1 1 15 15 30 8 8 16












































CITIZENSHIP OF FIRST ADMISSIONS.

















Total 187 157 344
TABLE No. 6.





Delirious and confused types................
Depressed and agitated types................
Presenile types..............................................
Psychoses with cerebral arteriosclerosis ... 
General paralysis................................................
Psychoses with cerebral syphilis..................






Psychoses due to drugs and other toxins
Opium, cocaine, bromides, chloral........
Psychoses with pellagra...................................
Psychoses with other somatic diseases
Delirious with infectious diseases........
Post-infectious diseases. Psychoses...... 
Exhaustive ....................................................
Delirium of unknown origin ................
Cardo-renal diseases .................................
Biennial 
For year For year Period
Ending Ending Ending












































.... 1 1 ...... 1  12..... 2
3
10 6 3 9
1
6 19
J 2 .... ....
1 1 1 .... 1
1 5 3 2 5 7 3| 10
1 ....




4 2 2 6 1 7
1
1 1 1 ...... 1
1 1 1
2 2 2 4 4
13 15 4 8 12 6 21
1 ___
1 1 4 4 __ _ 5 5
3 3 1 1 4 4
1 1 1 1
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Diseases of the ductless glands ............
Psychoses following influenza ..............














Clouded states and other conditions .... 
Psychoneuroses and neuroses .........................




Psychoses with constitutional psycho­
pathic inferiority ...............................
Psychoses with mental deficiency ................
Undiagnosed psychoses ...................................
Not Insane ... ..................................   .....
Epilepsy without psychoses ..................
Drug addiction without psychoses 
Alcoholism without psychoses ..............
Constitutional psychopathic inferi­
ority, without phychoses ................
Mental deficiency without psychoses..........






























































































































































































RACE OF FIRST ADMISSIONS CLASSIFIED WITH REFERENCE TO PRINCIPAL PSYCHOSES, FOR THE 








2 2 22 11 33 1 2 2 5 1 6 2 2
German.................... 2 1 3 1 1
Greek....................... 1 1 1 1
Slavonic.................. 2 1 3
Syrian...................... 1 1




































































































RACE OF FIRST ADMISSIONS CLASSIFIED WITH REFERENCE TO PRINCIPAL PSYCHOSES, FOR THE








1 26 23 49
German.................................................. 1 1
Greek......................................................
Slavonic................................................ 1 1 1 1
Syrian.................................................... 1 1
—— —
























































































RACE OF FIRST ADMISSIONS CLASSIFIED WITH REFERENCE TO PRINCIPAL PSYCHOSES, FOR THE 




























































































TABLE 8. AGE OF FIRST ADMISSIONS CLASSIFIED WITH REFERENCE TO PRINCIPAL PSYCHOSES, FOR BIENNIAL
PERIOD ENDING JUNE 30, 1921.
Traumatic................................................... 2 9. 1 1 1 1







General paralysis................................................................ 2 2 1 1
With cerebral syphilis....................................................... 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
With other brain or nervous diseases........................... 1 1
Alcoholic................................................................................ 2 2
Due to drugs and other exogenous toxins................... 4 4 1 1 1 1
With pellagra....................................................................... 6 21 27
14
1 1 4 4 1 2 3 1 5 6
With other somatic diseases........................................... 3 11 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 2 2
Manic-depressive................................................................ 28 45 73
1
3 4 2 4 6 5 13 18 3 7 10 1 5 6
Involution melancholia..................................................... 1
Dementia praecox................................................................. 28 23 51 3 3 2 5 8 5 13 2 1 3 3 3 6
Paranoia or paranoic conditions...................... ............. 2 2 4 1 1 2 2
Epileptic psychoses............................................................ 10 4 14 1 1 2 2 3 3 1
.....
4 1 1 2 2
Psychoneuroses and neuroses......................................... 5 8 13 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 2
With constitutional psychopathic inferiority............ 8 6 14 2 1 3 3 3 1 1
......
1 1 2
Undiagnosed psychoses..................................................... 3 6 9 1 1 .. .
Not Insane............................................................................. 52 19 71 9 3 6 4 10 8 1 9 8' 3 11 5 161













Under 15—19 20—24 25—29 30—34 35—39







































































AGE OF FIRST ADMISSIONS CLASSIFIED WITH REFERENCE TO PRINCIPAL PSYCHOSES, FOR BIENNIAL PERIOD
ENDING JUNE 30, 1921
Traumatic..................................................................
Senile........................................................................... 1 1 2 2 4 2 2 4 2 6 12 7 19
With cerebral arteriosclerosis............................. 1 1
General paralysis....................................................
3
1 1 1 1
With cerebral syphilis...........................................
With other brain or nervous diseases...............
3 1 1
1 1
Alcoholic.................................................................— 1 1 1 1
Due to drugs and other exogenous toxins.......
With pellagra............................................................ 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1
With other somatic diseases................................ 2 2 2 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1
Manic-depressive..................................................... 6 2 8 3 4 7 3 3 6 1 2 3 1 2 3
Involution melancholia.........................................
Dementia praecox..................................................... 4 1 5 3 3 6 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Paranoia or paranoic conditions........................ 1 1 2 2
Epileptic psychoses................................................. 1 1 1 1 1 1
Psychoneuroses and neuroses............................. 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 4




1 2 1 1 1 1 ...... 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Not insane..................................................................
-
1 4 6 1 7 1 .....
—
1 6 1 7 1 1 2 ...... 1 1
20 10 30 20 12 32 9 10 20 14 11 24 6 6 12 7 3 10 14 8 22 2 1 3
PSYCHOSES
40—44 45—49 50—54 55—59 60—64 65—69 70 years Unascer-

















































































TABLE 9. DEGREE OF EDUCATION OP FIRST ADMISSIONS CLASSIFIED WITH REFERENCE TO PRINCIPAL













With cerebral arteriosclerosis .........................
General paralysis..................................................
With cerebral syphilis .......................................
With other brain or nervous diseases..........
Alcoholic................................... ................................ .
Due to Drugs and other exogenous toxins ... 
With Pellagra .........................................................




Paranoia or Paranoic conditions .................... .
Epileptic psychoses ...............................................
Psychoneuroses and neuroses ........................


































































































3 3 1 1 2 3 3
2 ...... 2 ........ 2 2
6 1 7 3 3 2 2 1 1 2
1 1 1 1
2 2 1 1 1 1







2 5 7 3 11 14 4 4 1 1 1 1






























6| 1 7 13| 13 26
5
1
12 3 1 1
2 ..... , 1 1 ... 1 ... 1 1 1 1
10 4 14 4 5
2
1. 6 ... 1 1 ...... ... 1 1
5( 8
6 14
1 ..... 1 3 ... 5
..
5 ... 4 3 3 ......I
8 3 3 8 .. .... .............
3 9 ... .. .. .. 3 3 2 3| 5 1 .. 1 .............
52 6 6 11 6 17 16 11 27 11 11 2 1 3 2 1 3
187
157
344 28! 18 46 68 64 135
 
44 50101 26 14 40 5 7 12 l 3 12
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TABLE 10.
ENVIRONMENT OF FIRST ADMISSIONS CLASSIFIED WITH REFER­
ENCE TO PRINCIPAL PSYCHOSES FOR THE BIENNIAL 







With cerebral arteriosclerosis 
General paralysis ........................
With cerebral syphilis ..............
With other brain or nervous 
diseases .....................................
Alcoholic .......................................
Due to drugs and other exo­
genous toxins ...........................
With pellagra ...............................
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TABLE 11.
ECONOMIC CONDITION OF FIRST ADMISSIONS CLASSIFIED WITH 
REFERENCE TO PRINCIPAL PSYCHOSES FOR THE BIEN-




With cerebral arteriosclerosis 
General paralysis ......................
With cerebral syphilis ..............
With other brain or nervous 
diseases .....................................
Alcoholic .......................................
Due to drugs and other exo­
genous toxins ...........................
With pellagra.................................
















2 2 1 1 1 1 .............
23 11 34 7 9 16 9 1 10 7 1 8
1 1 1 1
2 2 1 1 1
.....
1
6 1 7 1 1 2 2 3
.....
3
1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 ..... ........
4 4 1 1 2 2 1 1
 6 21 27 2 20 22 3 1 4 1 ..... 1
3 11 14 10 10 1 1 2 1 3
28 45 73 37 37 7 2 9 21 6 27
1 1 1 1
28 23 51 10 23 33 9 9 9 9
- 2 2 4 2 2 4
10 4 14 4 11 3 3
5 8 13 4 4 1 2 3 4 2 6
8 6 14 8 6 14
3 6 9 3 3 1 2 3 2 1 3
52 19 71 15 15 9 1 10 43 3 46














































USE OF ALCOHOL BY FIRST ADMISSIONS CLASSIFIED WITH REFER­
ENCE TO PRINCIPAL PSYCHOSES FOR BIENNIAL



































2...... 2...................... 1...... 1 1 ...... 1
23 11 34 3
1 ...... 1 ......




2 ..... 2 ...... 2 2
6 1 7 ...... 1 1 5 1 6
1 ...... 1 ...... 1 1
2 ..... 2...... 2 2
4 ...... 4 ...... 2 2 2 2
6 21 27 ...... 21 21 6 6
3 11 14 1 11 12 2 2
28 45 73 6






28 23 51 15









10 4 14 9 4 13 1 1
5 8 13 5






3 6 9 ___









|187 157|344 51 137|192 91 9 100  20 1 21 24 9 35
intern- Unascer­



















































TABLE 13. MARITAL CONDITION OF FIRST ADMISSIONS CLASSIFIED WITH REFERENCE TO PRINCIPAL 








With other brain or nervous diseases.............
Alcoholic ......................................................................
Due to drugs and other exogenous toxins....
With pellagra.............................................................




Paranoia or paranoic conditions.......................
Epileptic psychoses...................................................
Psychoneuroses and neuroses..............................




2..... 2 2|...... 2 ......
23 11 34 2 ...... 2 10
1 ...... 1 ..................... 1
3 13
1
8 8 16 2 2 1 1
2 ..... 2 1 ...... 1 1 1
6 1 7 1 ...... 1 3 1 4 2 2
1 ..... 1 1 ..... 1 .....
2...... 2 2 ..... 2 .....
4..... 4 2 ...... 2 2 2
6 21 27 3 5 8 3 14 17 2 2
3 11 14 3 6 9 ..... 3 3 2 2
28 45 73 15 14 29 11
1...... 1 1|...... 1 .....
23 34 1 6 7 1 1 2
28 23 51 14 7 21 10









10 4 14 8 4 12 2 2
5 8 13 3 1 4 2





4 4 ..... ..... ......
3 6 9 1 1 2 2
































































































Depressed and agitated states in addition to de­
terioration.........................................................................









Psychoses with other somatic diseases 




































DISCHARGES OP PATIENTS CLASSIFIED WITH REFERENCE TO PRINCIPAL PSYCHOSES AND CONDITION ON 








Due to drugs and other exogenous toxins.....
With pellagra............................................................
With other somatic diseases.................................
Manic-depressive ......................................................
Dementia praecox.......................................................
Paranoia or paranoic conditions.........................
Epileptic psychoses...................................................
Psychoneuroses and neuroses..............................





Recovered Improved Not insane
8 4 12 5 5 2 3 5 1 1 2
2  2 1 1 1 1
4 ..... 4 ..... 3 3 1 1
..... 1 1 ..... 1 1
1 16 17 ..... 3 3 10 10 1 3 4
5 9 14 1 3 4 3 3 6 1 3 4
34 48 82 12 17 29 15 20 35 7 11 18
20 10 30 3 1 4 12 5 17 5 4 9
2 1 3 ..... 1 1 1 1 2 ......
6 3 9 ...... 3 1 4 3 2 5
2 6 8 ...... 1 1 1 1 2
13 4 17 ...... 9 3 12 4 1 5
7 4 11 ...... 2 2 7 2 9
1 3 4 ...... 1 3 4
35 15 50 ...... 35 15 50




































































1 ...... 1 1
—
1
— — — — 4 4 — 1 1
1 1 2......
5 15 20 ......










1 2 3 1 1
 I
6 3 9 1 2 3 3 1 4
6 .... 6 ......
3 5 8 4 3 7 1 1
6 4j 10 ......
2 2)4...... 2 1 3
1 11 2..... ..... 1 1
2 2 4....... 1 2
2 3 5 2 3 1 1
I
4 1 5 1 ..... 1 1 1 2
1....... 1...... ...... 1 1
...... 2|.............. 1 1 ...... 1 1
2 1 3| 1 1 1 1













Tuberculosis of lungs ...................................
Cancer .......................................................... ......
Nervous System
Apoplexy (cerebral hemorrhage) ........
General paralysis of insane.........................









Diarrhea and enteritis .................................
Genito-Urinary System



































































Tuberculosis of lungs ................................
Cancer ..............................................................
Nervous System
Apoplexy (cerebral hemorrhage) ...........
General paralysis of insane .....................


















1 1 2 1 3 4 1 1
1 1 2
1 1 2 5 7









.. .. 6 4 10
1 1
1 1










































































With cerebral syphilis ........................................
Alcoholic ...................................................................
Due to drugs and other exogeneous toxins ... 
With pellagra ..........................................................
With other somatic diseases ..............................
Manic-depressive .....................................................
Dementia praecox ..................................................
Paranoia or paranoic conditions.......................
Epileptic psychoses................................................
Psychoneuroses and neuroses ...........................




6..... 6..................... 2 ...... 2
1 ...... 1 ......
2 ...... 2......
4 6 10 ...... 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
1 1 2 ...... 1 1 1 1 1 1
10 2" 37 ......
3 1 4 ...... 2 2
1 1 2 4 4 2 2 3 3
1 1 2 ...... 1 1
10 8 18 ......
 I............
1 1 1 1 2 .... 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 3
4 7 11 1 
1  1  
1 1 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 1












































































































With cerebral syphilis .........................................
Alcoholic ...................................................................
1 1
Due to drugs and other exogeneous toxins .... 1 1
With pellagra ..........................................................

























Paranoia or paranoic conditions.......................
Epileptic psychoses................................................




2 2 4 2 2 1 1 ..... --
With mental deficiency ...................................... 1 1 2 1 1 1
1
1
1Undiagnosed psychoses........................................ 1 1












45—49 50—54 55—59 60—64 65—69 | 70 years Unascer-
















































































Due to drugs and other exogenous toxins ....
With Pellagra ..................... ....................................
With other somatic diseases ...............................
Manic-depressive ......................................................
Dementia praecox ....................................................
Paranoia or paranoic conditions ........................
Epileptic psychoses.................................................
Psychoneuroses and neuroses ............................
With constitutional psychopathic inferiority 
With mental deficiency ...................................
Undiagnosed phychoses.........................................
Total
11 8 19 3 2 5
6 ft







2 2 1 1
4 6 10 2 9 1 1 2 1 2 3
1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2
10 27 37 2 2 1 1 1 2 3 1 1 2




10 8 18 .....
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
1..... .......................
4 7 11 1
1 1 2 1 1
1
2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
i






 Less than 1—3 4—7 8—12 1—2 3 4








































































With cerebral syphilis .........................................
Alcoholic .................................................................... 1 1











1 1 1 2 3 1 2 3 2
.....
2 1 4 5 3 5 8
Paranoia or paranoic conditions ......................... .... ..... 1 1 .....
Epileptic psychoses ................................................. 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 4 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
Psychoneuroses and neuroses............................. ..... .....
With constitutional psychopathic inferiority ..... 1 1....
1
..... ..... .....
With mental deficiency .................................... .... 1 ..... 1 1 ..... ..... ..... 1 2 2
Undiagnosed psychoses......................................... .... ..... ..... ...... .....

















































































5—6 7—8 9—10 11—12 13—14 15—19 20 years
years years years years years years and over
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TABLE No. 19.
RESIDENCE OF PATIENTS ADMITTED.
Since 18851920 1921
Alcorn ..................................................................... 4 5 9 4 4 8 66 68 134
Adams ..................................................................... 5 8 13
Amite ..................................................................... 1 2 3
Attala ..................................................................... 14 17 31
Benton ................................................................... 1 1 2 13 9 22
Bolivar ................................................................... 1 1 1 1 3 6 9
Calhoun ................................................................. 2 4 6 1 1 62 43 105
Carroll ................................................................... 7 1 8
Chickasaw ..................... ....................................... 2 2 4 2 2 4 69 38 107
Choctaw ................................................................. 2 2 17 8 25
Claiborne ............................................................... 8 1 9
Clarke ..................................................................... 3 2 5 5 2 7 80 65 145
Clay .......................................................................... 3 3 3 3 38 49 87
Coahoma ............................................................... 7 3 10
Copiah ................................................................... 9 3 12
Covington ............................................................. 1 1 1 1 21 19 40
DeSoto ................................................................... 20 12 32
Forrest ................................................................... 5 4 9 1 1 2 26 18 44
George ..................................................................... 1 1 9 7 16
Greene ..................................................................... 8 6 14
Grenada ................................................................. 1 1 9 3 12
Hancock ................................................................. 1 2 3 20 13 33
Harrison ................................................................. 1 3 4 5 2 7 68 35 103
Hinds ..................................................................... 1 1 17 6 23
Holmes ................................................................... 1 1 2
Itawamba ............................................................... 1 3 4 2 1 3 36 63 99
Jackson ................................................................... 1 2 3 2 2 4 46 35 81
Jasper ..................................................................... 1 2 3 3 3 42 40 82
Jefferson Davis...................................................... 1 1 13 10 23
Jones ....................................................................... 7 5 12 1 6 7 97 53 150
Kemper ..................................... ............................. 6 2 8 2 1 3 50 64 114
Lafayette ............................................................... 1 1 1 1 16 16 32
Lamar ..................................................................... 1 1 33 13 46
Lauderdale .................................................. .......... 12 13 25 28 7 35 386 273 659
Lawrence ............................................................... 1 1
Lee ............................................................................ 3 2 5 3 6 9 86 90 176
Leake ....................................................................... 2 2 23 18 41
Leflore ..................................................................... 2 2 8 1 9
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Lowndes ................................................................. 1 3 4 4 2 6
Madison .................................................................
Marion ...................................................................
Marshall ................................................................. 1 1
Monroe ................................................................... 2 1 3 1 2 3
Montgomery .........................................................
Neshoba ................................................................. 3 2 5 3 3
Newton ................................................................... 2 6 8 3 3
Noxubee ................................................................. 2 2 2 2
Oktibbeha ............................................................... 2 2 3 3 6
Panola .....................................................................
Pearl River............................................................. 3 3 3 3
Perry ........................................................................ 1 1 2
Pike ..........................................................................
Pontotoc ................................................................. 1 1
Prentiss ................................................................. 2 1 3 3 4 7
Rankin ...................................................................
Scott ........................................................................ 2 ..... 2.......
Sharkey ................................................................. ...... .....
Simpson ................................................................. ..... .....
Smith ..................................................................... 1 1 2|-....
2.......
1 1
Sunflower ............................................................... 1 1
......Tallahatchie .........................................................
Tate .......................................................................... ..... ...... .....
Tippah ................................................................... 1  1 4
3 2 5 4
1 3| 4( 2
2| 1| 3|......
1 1 2 1
4
Tishomingo ........................................................... 2 6
Union ..................................................................... 1 3
Warren ................................................................... I 1 t
Washington ...........................................................  2 3
Webster .................................................................  1 1  1 1 2























14 10  24
41 32  73







































TABLE No. 20. 36
MEDICAL AND SURGICAL STATISTICS—HOSPITAL FOR THE SICK INSANE 
By Drs. H. C. Sheffield and L. E. Trent.

















Fracture of tibia and fibula and skull dislocation right humerus.... 














































































































































































Bronchitis (senile exhaustion).. 
Epilepsy.............................................
Cardiorenal.......................................
Pleurisy with effusion (tapped) 
Influenza.............................................
Neuritis...............................................

















1 1 2...... 1............................................. 1
4 4 4'
1 1 2 1 1 1
2 2 2 2
8 7 15 5 5 3 2 5
1 1 1 1




2 2 4 2 2
1 1 2 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 3 4 3 1 1




MEDICAL AND SURGICAL STATISTICS—HOSPITAL FOR THE SICK INSANE 
By Drs. H. C. Sheffield and L. E. Trent.





















































































































































































Apoplexy....................................................................................................................... 4 1 5 2 1 3
Cystitis......................................................................................... ................... 1 1 1 1
Burn, 3rd degree (anterior portion and right lower limbs)................... 2 1 3 2 1
Fracture of right hip ........ ..... 1 1 1
Traumatic arthritis of left hip..................................... ............. 1 1 1
Bronchitis.............................................................. 1 1 1 1
Fibroid uterus................................................................ 1 1 1
Epileptic exhaustion................................................................................................. 1 1 1 1
Epithelioma (removed .... 2 3 5 1 1 1 2 1
Fractured clavical (right)........................................... ........................................ 1 1 1
Typhoid fever ............. 2 2 1 1
Neuritis................................................................................................. 1 1
Fracture of surgical neck of left femur........................................................... 1 1 1 1
Fracture of surgical neck of right femur........................................................ 2 2 2
Fracture of lower 3rd of right tibia................................................................. 1 1 1
Acute articular rheumatism................................................................................. 1 1 2 1 1
Erysipelas (facial)................................................................................................. . 1 1 2 1 1
Mitral regurgitation................................................................................................ 1 1 2 1 1
Cancer of nose (senility)...................................................................................... 1 1 1
Lobar pneumonia...................................       . ........ 1 1 1 1
Dislocation of left shoulder (anterior).......................................................... 1 1 1
Furuncle........................................................................................................................ 1 1 1
Septicemia....................... ............. ................ . .............. ................... . ............... .... 1 1 1 1
Bacillary Dysentery.................................................................................................. 1 1 1
Traumatism of face.................................................................................................. 1 ..... 1 1
Acute dilation of heart........................................................................................... 1 ..... 1 1
Fracture of upper 3rd femur................................................................................ 1 1 1













STATISTICS SHOWING NUMBER OP PERSONS THAT TOOK BATHS 
AND TOTAL NUMBER OP DIFFERENT KINDS OF BATHS 
GIVEN IN THE HYDROTHERAPY DEPARTMENT.
By Drs. L. E. Trent and H. C. Sheffield.


















































STATISTICAL REPORT OF THE TUBERCULAR PAVILION.
By Drs. H. C. Sheffield and L. E. Trent. 
FROM JULY 1, 1919, TO JUNE 30, 1921.
Number in Tubercular Pavilion July 1, 1919 ......
Number treated Tubercular Pavilion from July 
1, 1919 to June 30, 1921 ......................................
Died ...................................................................................
Discharged, Improved .................................................
Discharged, not improved ........................................



























10 15 25 14 23 37 62
23 33 56 26 30 56 112
7 9 16 4 2 6 22
1 1 1 1 2 3
1 1 2 7 3 10 1 2
14 23 37 14 24 38 75
1921 1919
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STEWARD’S REPORT OP DIFFERENT FUNDS
























Pounds bacon ...........................................................$ 9,297.12
Pounds roast beef .................................................. 690.60
Pounds beef ............................................................... 17,382.93
Pounds bolona sausage ............................................ 559.77
Pounds coffee ............................................................. 2,469.23
Case coffee ................................................................... 8.46
Pounds Chickory .................................................... 4,339.32
Pounds cheese ........................................................... 1,279.83
Barrels flour ............................................................... 16,926.88
Pounds grits ............................................................... 998.95
Cases grits ................................................................. 70.15
Pounds apples (evap.) ............................................ 1,602.50
Boxes apples ............................................................... 122.25
Barrels apples ............................................................. 43,75
Pounds evap. peaches ............................................ 2,464.80
Dozen evap. peaches .............................................. 82.00
Gallons molasses ........................-............................. 3,775.07
Cases molasses .......................................................... 406.75
Pounds peanut butter.............................................. 102.30
Pounds lard ............................................................... 1,402.12
Gallons cooking oil ................................................ 5,628.20
Pounds rice ............................................................... 3,135.75
14 ½ Boxes lemons ............................................................. 78.40
12,511 Pounds macaroni ............................... ....................... 892.07
7 Barrels macaroni ............................... ....................... 93.70
5½)Cases spaghetti ...............................................-....... 10.45
2,488 Pounds spaghetti ............................. ....................... 158.88
63 Cases roll oats ................................... ....................... 121.45
6,087 Pounds roll oats ............................... ....................... 279.24
7,000 Pounds oat meal ............................. ....................... 180.00
7 Cases oat meal .................................... ...................... 28.99
6½Dozen cases cream of wheat................................. 21.30
46 Cases corn flakes ............................... .................... 86.98
622 Pounds cracker ................................... .................... 113.51
8,060 Pounds prunes ..................................... .................... 1,224.05
111,950 Pounds corn meal................................. ..................... 4,098.68
20 Cases corn .............................................. ..................... 56.00
78 Dozen corn ........................................... .................... 126.80
15,840 B. E. Peas ............................................... ..................... 1,013.69
70 Dozen can peas ................................... ..................... 147.00
46 Cases pork and beans ......................... .................... 244.95
12½Dozen Vc. beans ...................................................... 125.00
15,300 Pounds navy beans .................................................. 875.62
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490 Pounds black pepper .............................................. 173.87
1,025 Pounds soda ............................................................... 51.45
210 Pounds tea ................................................................... 122.00
3,568 Pounds onions ........................................................... 156,85
50,700 Pounds Irish Potatoes.............................................. 1,945.93
10,987 Pounds salt ............................................................... 146.56
75 Barrels salt ............................................................... 375.09
24,045 Pounds sugar .............................................................. 3,100.03
Salad Dressing and Wesson Oil ........................... 3,100.03
1 Case sardines ............................................................... 14.00
299 Gallons vinegar ...................................................... 78.65
5 Cases catsup ................................................................ 31.50
23 Pounds nutmeg ......................................................... 17.35
18½Cases baking powder................................................ 199.70
7 Cases navy beans ..................................................... 40,55
2,746 Pounds corn starch ................................................... 208.52
73 Cases Lye .................................................................. 360.95
300 Pounds chocolate and lemon pudding ................ 120.00
675 Cases tomatoes ......................................................... 1,644.13
300 Loaf bread .................................................................... 12.00
330 Pounds yeast ............................................................... 123.25
64 Dozen salmon ........................................................... 98.70
80 Cases hominy ........................................................... 163.90
5 Cases Chil Canney...........................................   38.46
2 Gallons lemon and vanilla extract....................... 22.00
Tom Lyle Gro Co. (inv. missing) ................ 292.90
Meyer Bros. (inv. missing) ................................. 293.15
A. J. Lyon Co. (inv. missing) ........................ 1,509.32
Queen City Feed Co. (inv. missing) ................ 41.60
Christmas, 1919 and 1920 ................................. 1,078.73
Pay roll ...........-................................................... 84,579.48




Marks Rothenberg (inv. missing) ................
Winner, Klein Co. (inv. missing) ..............
Standard Oil Co. (inv. missing) ....................
Fisher Heating Co. (inv. missing) ................
Perry Paint & Mantle Co. (inv. missing) .. 
Marks Rothenberg (inv. missing) ..............
Kohnstomn & Co. (inv. missing) ............... .
Tom Walker (inv. missing) ........................
1,790 Yards toweling ....................................................



















































































Dozen Winter Coats 



























H. A. McMillian ..............................
Cases Fly Shot & Tangle Foot 
Paper Bags ....................................
Dozen Shoe Soles ...........................
Pounds Plug Tobacco ................









































































Pitchers, Dishes and Wash Pans 
Cooking Utensils and Waiters ....
Thermometers, and Alarm Clocks 
Pounds Washing Powders ...........
Pounds Topaz Chips .......................
Pounds Laundry Soap ...................
Boxes Laundry Soap .....................
Cases Hand Soap ..............................
Cases Toilet Paper ..........................


















































Security Bond, $35 and $40 ........................
Freight and Express ....................................
Electric Service and Extras .......................
Gasoline .................................................... .......
Gallons Fire Proof Oil ................ -...............
Postage and Box Rent...................................
Advertising and Printing ...........................
Car Fare .............................................................
Trustees’ Note and Int. Merchants and 
Farmers Bank .....................................
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Railroad Fare Superintendent and Steward .... 
Motor, Piping and Waste Cocks .........................
Trucks and repairs ................................................
Dozen Fire Extinguishers .....................................







Metal Treatment to Boiler ......
Packing and Belting Supplies.
FARM, GARDEN AND DAIRY.
1 Corn Mill and Evaporator
Army Wagon ............................
Horse Shoeing ........................
Seed and Grain ......................





























Hay and Wire Netting .......
Breeding Three Cows .........
Vegetable Cans ...................
Cabbage and Potato Plants
MISCELLANEOUS.
12
Rope, Locks, Plow Points ...............
Scrim, Portiers, C. Poles, Brackets 
Pair Glasses and Blades .................








































1 Clock, Solder Couch, Oats. 
Paid Farm Canning Co.......



















Ice Cream Freezer, 1 Box Carbon Paper ........
Sewing Machine Supplies.......................................
Dr. Sheffield’s Trip to Clarke County ............
Mr. Eads’ Trip to Jackson ...................................
Repairing Mower $5.10; 1 pr. Handcuffs, $6.... 
Bull Rings $3.15; Repair Lawn Mower $5.75,... 
Hotel Equipment $5.05; Pans and Kettles
$3.55 .....................................................................
Lanterns $2.80; 198,100 lbs. Gravel $64,118 ......
Shades and Curtain Rods ...................................
Yds. Linoleum $36.50; 6 Rubber Matts $3.00.... 
Dynamite $142.00; 1,000 Dials $7.56 ................
Flower Cuttings ......................................................
Paid Soule Steam Peed Works.............................
Peet Belting.................................................................
Paid Acme Lumber Co.............................................
Paid Bostick Lumber Co........................................
Paid Perry Paint & Mantle Co.............................
Paid John Kirkland ..................................................
Pieces Ducking, 26x100 ..........................................
Razors, 7 Strops and Hair Clippers ................
Glasses $1.80; Paid Emmons Bros. $3.70 ..........
Yale Lock Mfg. Co............................. ........................
Paid Meyer & Schamber.......................................
Peet Lumber ...............................................................
Meat Block...................................................................
Pounds Laundry Netting ........................................
Dinner Sets, 2 Dozen Cups and Saucers ........
Butter Paper, Perculator and Garbage Can .... 
Whip Lash ...................................................................
Tearing down Frame for Reservoir..................
Paid interest on Overdraft for Jones................
Repairing Lawn Mower and Cutting Keys. .. 
Needles $2; 5 pounds Twine $3.75 .....................
Dozen Swatters and 2 Garbage Cans ________
Locks, Keys and Sifter............................................
Exchange Bowls for Dairy ...................................
Keys from Towne Yale Mfg...................................
Pr. Wristlets $8.25; Typewriter Supplies $5.... 
Balance on Dental Supplies ...................................
H. H. Cleaver, Special Work on Books ............
Well Bucket Ropes....................................................






































































Cleaning Well $6; Bananas and Pencils $1.75 
Switzer Hdw. Co. $2.45; Repair Machine $3.50 
Ft. Pipe; 2 Pots, Bone Grinder.............................
100 Pecan Trees ........................................................
Plow Tools .................................................................
Hoops and 74 Barrel Heads .................................
Stock Powder and Tonic .......................................
Loads Shavings ......................................................
Cross Cut Saws, Axes and Nails...........................
Rolls Wire, Rope and Halters ...........................
Rolls Paper, Buckets, Cups and Plates............
Lawn Mowers, 2 sets Saws ...................................
Sets Harness, Trays and Dish Pans ..................
Attention to Adding Machine .............................
Flower Seed and Evergreens ...............................
Kirkland, Putting Bottoms in Pans ..................
Pr. Scales $3.50; 3 Ledgers $2.15 ......................
Photo of Cattle...........................................................
Paint Brushes, Butter Paper and Plates ..........
Coffins $84; Repair Machine $5.83.............. ......
Lb. 928 Pump and Tubing ...................................
Locks, Grass Ropes, Grape Fruit ......................
Pr. Scissors; Egg Beaters and Sifters ..............
Oil Wicks $2.00; Coal and Scuttle $1.50 ............
Rolls Wire $43; Dynamite $20 ...........................
lbs. Stock Tonic $12.50; 1 doz. Wire Rolls........
James B. Clow & Son, 10 per cent int. on
Shipment...........................................................
Shrubbery Plants ......................... ...........................
Piece Ducking, 25x100 ..............................................
Pounds Mattress Twine, Hatchet and Spade 
Hammond’s Studio $8; Keys and Nails $4.50 
Gross Pans $1.40; case Grape Fruit $2.25.... 
Plow Points $23; Dynamite Caps $5 ..................
Repairs on S'ewing Machine .................................
Flower Pots .................................................................
Miner Saw Mfg. $3.50; W. J. Sharp $1.50..........
Harness and Lines $11; 2 Lawn Mowers $20.... 
Cups and Saucers $3.35; 2 doz. Plates $2.70.....
2 Kegs Nalls $9; 2 doz. Scrub Brushes $11.21 
Molasses Gate $1.15; 3 Plow Points $3.50 ......
Dozen Shovels $18; Medical Books $28.95 ......











































































Wall Brooms and Dusters.....................................
Sets Barrel Heads and Hoops .............................
B. H. Grimes Ins. on Boiler .................................
Kegs Nails $9; Files 65c .....................................
Lbs. Sweeps $11.85; 1 Hand Axe $2.50 ............
Alarm Clocks and Repairs ...................................
Pan Engine Regulator ............................................
Pans and Repairs for Kitchen ...........................
Shoe Soles and Tacks ............................................
Lbs. Rat Polson $10.31; Plow Points $2.48.....
Repairs on Mowing Machine .............................
Rubber Springs for Extractors ...........................
Stencils and Brush $3.90; Medical Books $9.50 
Infant Feeding $2.25; 20 Sks Cement $24 ........
Set Office Furniture ................................................
Year’s Subscription Medical Clinics ................
Packing cans $27.50; 1 Ice Crusher $67.50.....
Hoop Barrels, 211 lbs. Iron .................................
Smooth Irons $11.80; 18 lbs Packing $17.50 .... 
Doz. Swatts $4.50; 1 doz. Locks $4.00 ..............
Doz. Hinges $2.00; 1 doz Clevises $1.75 ..........
Keg Nalls $5; 3 W. W. Brushes $1.75 ............
Milk Units and Vessels ..........................................
Plow Points $6.90; 1 Clock $7.50 ........................
Piles, Locks.................................................................
Doz. Springs, 2 Sets Hinges .................................
Lettering 16 signs ..................................................
Qt. Freezer and Equipment ...............................
Bunches Bananas ....................................................
Typewriter less old one ..........................................
Bucket Stock Powder .........................................
Celery $16.11; 5 lbs Cocoa $1.55 ...........................
Buckets Axle Grease................................................






































Respective Amounts on Hand Be Expended Beginning of the New Year, 


















































July 1st, Fire Escape Fund









Cash received of C. G. Jones. $ 2,990.63 $ 2,990.63
Dr. M. J. L. Hoye............................
Pay Roll...............................................
Old Rags...............................................


















C. G. Jones a/c.............................................................$ 15.90
Dr. L. E. Trent a/c.................................................... 10.00
Brooks Baird, Attendant’s Board ......................... 10.00
Dr. M. J. L. Hoye a/c.............................................. 4.05
Lauderdale County.................................................... 12.50
Watson Bull Fee........................................................ 5.00
715 lbs. Beef, Lutz & Betbeze ............................... 50.05
Pay Roll......................................................................... 142.37
1 calf, W. T. Burns................................... $ 6.50
A/c W. T. Burns.......................................... 3.80 10.30
J. D. McArthur a/c.................................................... 7.75 267.92
March—
Dr. H. C. Sheffield a/c..............................................$ 1.56
Brooks Baird, Attendant’s Board ......................... 10.00
603 M. T. Sacks........................................................... 37.07
Walters’ Rent............................  10.00
N. E. Cannady a/c...................................................... 28.45
Dr. L. E. Trent a/c.................................................... 10.37 97.45
April—
Acme Lbr. Co., Refund..............................................$ 15.54






C. B. Eads............................................................................ 4.00
Brooks Baird, Attendant’s Board................................. 10.00
1 Calf a/c, Harrington............................................................. 6.00
2,245 lbs. Beef, Lutz & Betbeze.........................$190.83
950 lbs. Beef, Lutz & Betbeze........................... 80.75 271.58
April—
M. T. Boxes................................................................... 4.55
Expert Cook Refund.................................................. 160.00
A. G. Lyle, 2 tons Hay............................................. 30.00
M. T. Sacks.................................................................. 32.63
M. T. Boxes.................................................................. 3.30
Proceeds of Garden.................................................... 111.94
M. T. Sacks.................................................................. 29.80
H. Walters, Rent....................................................... 5.00
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1920.
1 Calf, Brown...................
C. S. Meal, McArthur....





1 Calf. H. W. Hoye................................................. ...$ 10.00
Proceeds of Garden.................................................... 125.60
Pay Roll, “Ice”............................................................. 5.90
Dr. M. J. L. Hoye to March 15............................. 163.15
Miss Connie Cole............ ............................................ 3.00
Dr. Sheffield, Board.................................................... 10.00
N. E. Cannady a/c...................................................... 36.35
Dr. L. E. Trent a/c.................................................... 10.42
Chas. Powers, Milk.................................................... 1.95
Proceeds of Garden.................................................... 95.23 461.60
June—
2 Calves, Dohner.........................................................$ 25.00
Dr. L. E. Trent, Board.............................................. 10.65
Pay Roll......................................................................... 119.80
Telephone ..................................................................... .65
1 Calf, Sims.......................................................................... 6 40
10 Calves, Lutz & Betheze.......................................
G. A. Aden, Shoes...................................................... 3.00 240.13
July—
Taking up live stock................................................ $ 5.50
Mrs. Cherry................................................................... 1.75
Attendants ................................................................... 20.33
Ice a/c May and June.............................................. 12.30
Brooks Baird................................................................. 10.00
1 Jersey Bull.......................................................   400.00
A/c Sales Potatoes...................................................... 904.71
Walters Rent................................................................. • 3.00
July 12—
Dr. Sheffield, Board a/c......................................... 14.10
Dr. L. E. Trent, Board a/c..................................... 11.80
N. E. Cannady a/c...................................................... 14.07
Covert, 3,000 Potato Slips ...................................... 6.00
2 Crates Dunnagin.................................................... 12.00
Grace, 1,000 Potato Vines....................................... 2.00 1,417,56
August 2—








7,700 lbs. Spuds, Proceeds of Garden
Pay Roll............... ........................................
N. E. Cannady a/c....................................
Walters Rent a/c......................................
2 Calves, Lutz & Betbeze ......................
Dr. L. E. Trent a/c..................................
Express Co. Refund..................................





















N. E. Cannady a/c..........................
Brooks Beard....................................
1 Calf, Brown....................................
2 Rolls Wire, C. Powers...............
3 W. Coats, Selby .Brown .............
Pay Roll...............................................
C. S. Meal, McArthur ...................
1 Calf, 110 lbs., Lutz & Betbeze.
Mrs. Sloss, Board a/c.....................
September 22—
Dr. L. E. Trent a/c.......................























3 W. Coats, Pilgrim...........
Walters Rent a/c...............
Brooks Beard, Board a/c. 
Mrs. Sloss, Board a/c......
N. E. Cannady a/c.............
Dr. L. E. Trent a/c..........
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1920.
M. T. Sacks, Davidson.............................................. 62.69
Miss. Ala. Fair............................................................ 173.50
N. E. Cannady, Returned....................................... 1,000.00
S. B. Commission, Frt. a/c..................................... 90.56
Miss. Ala. Fair a/c................................................... 3.00 1,478.69
November 1—
Mrs. Sloss, Board a/c................................................ $ 10.00
Brooks Beard, Board a/c.......................................... 10.00
Bull Fee, Brown.......................................................... 10.00
S. B. Commission, Returned................................. 681.12
Dr. L. E. Trent a/c.................................................... 15.00
Dr. H. C. Sheffield a/c.............................................. 15.00
Van Camp, Rebate...................................................... 6.25
Fair Tickets................................................................... 32.00
N. E. Cannady a/c...................................................... 43.03
Pay Roll......................................................................... 89.65 912.05
December 1—
Brooks Beard, Board a/c..........................................$ 10.00
Mrs. Sloss, Board a/c................................................ 10.00
Dr. L. E. Trent, Board a/c...................................... 15.00
Dr. H. C. Sheffield, Board a/c............................... 15.00
J. L. Patterson............................................................. 9.50
Taking up live stock.................................................. 3.00
A. L. Yates..................................................................... 5.50
Homer Ethridge........................................................... 15.40
A. C. Thomas............................................................... 3.00
2 Suits Sold................................................................... 30.00
Walters Rent a/c......................................................... 5.00 121.40
1921.
January 1—
Adam White................................................................... $ .40
Chas. Powers................................................................. 5.85
Brooks Beard, Board a/c.........................   10.00
Mrs. Sloss, Board a/c................................................ 10.00
Hamilton, Bull Calf.................................................... 20.00
Dr. Sheffield a/c........................................................... 15.35
Dr. Trent a/c............................................................... 11.38
1 Hog................................................................................ 24.75
N. E. Cannady............................................................... 10.15
Pay Roll......................................................................... 37.30
Chickens, Lutz & Betbeze ..................................... 4.25
M. T. Sacks................................................................... 7.52
R. R. Co., on Overalls.............................................. 28.86
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Phone Messages No. 1343
C. B. Eads, Gasoline........
2/3 Pay Roll.......................













J. D. Walker................................................................. $ 20.00
Support, Ck. No. 247.................................................. 144.00
Support, Ck. No. 562................................................  8.00
3 Pigs, T. M. Harris.................................................. 15.00
1 B. Calf, Easterling.................................................. 20.00
Taking up live stock.................................................. 3.00
Mrs. Adams................................................   5.50
W. D. Slay..................................................................... 1.75
Brooks Beard, Board a/c.......................................... 10.00
Mrs. Sloss Board a/c.................................................. 10.00 237.25
April—
4 Cows and Calves, Lutz & Betbeze .................. $ 204.88
Dr. H. C. Sheffield a/c.....................................   10.55
Dr. L. E. Trent a/c.................................................... 11.65
1 Calf, Brown.................................................   6.60
Pay Roll......................................................................... 42.10
February 1-—
Miss Benedict, Chair.................. $ 7.00
Parker, 1 Hat............................................................... 1.25
W. D. Slay, 1 Hat....................................................... 2.00
Refund on Bull, N. Y.................................................. 324.71
M. T. Boxes............................................................... 5.00
M. T. Sacks............................................................... 17.89
M. T. Boxes................................................................... 7.00
Howerton, Supt., Ret................................................. 226.54
Mrs. Sloss, Board a/c................................................ 10.00
Brooks Beard, Board a/c.......................................... 10.00
Dr. L. E. Trent a/c.................................................... 11.75
Dr. Sheffield a/c........................................................ 15.25
N. E. Cannady a/c......................  8.63
Pay Roll......................................................................... 43.25 690.27
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1921.
N. E. Cannady a/c...................................................... 8.82
A. G. Lyle, Deposit 3/1.............................................. 17.00
Mrs. Serratt, T. D....................................................... .73
Dr. L. E. Trent a/c.................................................... 10.50
Dr. C. H. Sheffield a/c.............................................. 11.00
Pay Roll......................................................................... 49.80
N. E. Cannady a/c...................................................... 30.24
Brooks Beard, Board a/c.......................................... 10.00
Mrs. Sloss, Board a/c................................................ 10.00
Potato Slips................................................................... 75 424.62
May 1—
J. Q. Slay, Bull and Heifer..................................... $ 105.00
W. D. Slay a/c............................................................. 1.60
Reed & Duecker, Refund.......................................... 2.85
Dr. L. E. Trent a/c.................................................... 12.05
Dr. H. C. Sheffield a/c.............................................. 11.75
A. C. Carmichael a/c.................................................. 5.50
Ira Hamilton, 1 Calf.................................................. 20.00
Brooks Beard, Board a/c...................................... 10.00
Mrs. Sloss, Board a/c................................................ 10,00
N. E. Cannady a/c...................................................... 10.72
Pay Roll......................................................................... 75.55 265.02
June—■
Support Retd. Ck. 779 M. R. Co............................ 635.00
Nat’l Ammonia Co., Drum..................................... $ 30.00
J. D. Howerton, 50 crates Cabbage................... 74.50
J. D. Howerton, 77 crates Cabbage................... 96.83
T. H. Smith, 1 Bull Calf......................................... 35.00
Dr. H. C. Sheffield a/c.............................................. 5.25
Dr. Moseby, 3 Calves................................................ 17.60
Brown, 1 Calf............................................................... 7.50
Hamilton, 1 Calf........................................................ 20.00
Pay Roll......................................................................... 25.35
Sewing Room............................................................... 5.25
Dr. L. E. Trent a/c.................................................. 11.25
Mrs. Sloss, Board a/c................................................ 10.00
Brooks Beard, Board a/c....................................... 10.00 348.53
Support, Leland Oil Mill ........................................$ 109.46
Support, Leland Oil Mill.......................................... 105.37
Support, Marks R. & Co........................................... 228.90
Support, A. Strain...................................................... 105.00 548.73
N. E. Cannady.............................................................$ 800.00















1921. Balance on Hand............................................ $ 6,290.99
DEBITS.
Dr. M. J. L. Hoye, for Hogs....
C. G. Jones, order a/c Cleaver.
J. W. Hanson, four Cows...........
W. P. Temple, 1 Cow...................
0. E. Buntyn, 6 Cows, 4 Calves. 




















Prt. and Ins. on
J. M. McBeath, for 1 Jersey Cow....
Jersey Club............................................
Armstrong Ins. on Cows...................
Express on 2 Cows............................. .
J. L. Royals, 1 Cow and 2 Heifers. 
Cattle Club..............................................
Edward Butler, 1 Bull, N. Y................
Dairy Parmer, for Ad..............................
Friescian Assn., Reg. Bull, 3 Heifers. 
Jersey Cattle Club, Reg. Pee................ .














Lutz & Betbeze, 2 Cows..........................................? 86.50
Support, Lutz & Betbeze.......................................... 803.60
Support, Marks R. & Co.......................................... 221.26
Support, Marks R. & Co.......................................... 32.20
Support, Peters Shoe Co.......................................... 175.00






Support Due............................................................... 32.00 222.90
$ 17,397.61
$ 11,106.62
















Modern Hospital Pub. Co.
Jan. 13
15
J. D. Howerton, 1 Bull........
J. D. Howerton, Molasses....
W. T. Burns, 1 Heifer Calf.





Dodd, Mead & Co...............................
Jackson Dally News, July 21/21... 
D. M. Ferry & Co., Cuttings.........
Nat’l Bulb Farm Co...........................
J. K. Rugowski....................................
American Medical Assn................... .
Nat’l Committee Mental Hygiene 
The DeLaval Separator..................





L. D. Caldwell, Registered Heifer. 







Hospital Management Subscription.................. 1.50
Marks R. Co...................................................$635.00
Less Discount............................................... 12.70 622.30
American Medical Assn........................................... 6.00
The A. S. Boyle Co................................................... 3.50
J. M. McBeath, Saving Bull................................. 2.50
Leland Oil Mill, Draft for Support.................... 109.46
Leland Oil Mill, Draft for Support.................... 105.37
May 7
12
R. A. Strain, for Support. 
Meridian Creamery Co.... .
Marks R. & Co.....................







































































Lutz & Betbeze... 
H. M. Quin..........
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HOME FARM, NEW FARM AND GARDEN.
EXPENDITURES.
W. S. Burns, Salary 2 years.......................................
C. M. Grace, Salary 2 years.......................................
R. M. Fullenwiler, Salary 13 months......................
Smith and Ethridge, Salary.......................................
Mrs. C. M. Grace, Salary 2 years............................
Seed and Grain........... .....................................................
Fertilizer ...........................................................................
Peed for Mules................................................................
Use of 13 Mules............................................................. .
.$















































































Dry Goods, Clothing and Shoes..................
Household Supplies .......................................
Household furnishings ................................ .
Drugs and Disinfectants...............................
Fuel .....................................................................





Supt. Maintenance ...... .................................
Automobile and repairs................................
Tools ....................................................................




Engine Room Oil, Ammonia and Repairs 
Repairs on Wagons, etc.................................
Laundry Supplies ...........................................
Barber Supplies ...............................................
Telephone and Telegraph ............................
Postage and Box Rent ..................................
Car Fare ............................................................
Printing and Stationery ..............................
Trustees Expenses .........................................




Expense returning patients ........................
.?





























































October Expenditures .... 
November Expenditures 
December Expenditures 


























July 1st, Balance on Hand
DENTAL FUND.
Credits. 



















October Expenditures .... 
November Expenditures 
December Expenditures 
January Expenditures ... 









































July 1st Expenditures .... 
August Expenditures ......
October Expenditures .... 
November Expenditures 
December Expenditures 
January Expenditures . 




August Expenditures ... 
September Expenditures 
October Expenditures ... 
December Expenditures 
January Expenditures ... 
February Expenditures . 












August 14th, By State Warrant No. 8173. 


































































October Expenditures .... 
November Expenditures 
December Expenditures 













Inventory of 644 Chickens on hand....




Hen Peed, two Years ...................
800 Little Chickens.........................
July 1st, Inventory 260 Chickens
Profit ..............................................













Administration Bldg., 6 Wards attached .............
Two Dining Rooms and Amusement Hall, Kitchen, 
Vegetable and four Store Rooms ...............
Cottage A, Male Bldg........................................................
Cottage B, Female Ward................................................
Cottage C, Male Ward .....................................................
Cottage D, Female Ward ...............................................
Cottage E, Male Ward ...................................................
Annex, Female Ward................................................... ....
Hospital, Male and Female Wards..............................
T. B. Pavilion, Male and Female Wards .................
Boiler Plant and Boiler Room ....................................
Ice Plant, Cold Storage and Mattress Rooms .......
Laundry Bldg..................................................................... .
Bakery Bldg ...................................................................... .















































Dairy Farm and Silo ...................................................... 6,000.00
Potato House ..................................................................... 500.00
Blacksmith Shop ............................................................... 150.00
Carpenter Shop................................................................... 700.00
Steward’s House ............................................................... 2,000.00
Dr. Trents House, Asst. Physician ............................... 2,000.00
Dr. Sheffields House, Assistant Physician .............. 2,000.00
Engineers House ............................................................... 1,000.00
Assistant Engineer’s House .......................................... 1,000.00
Night Watch House ................................... „...................... 200.00
Carpenter’s House ............................................................. 1,000.00
Dairyman’s House ............................................................. 750.00
Farmer’s House ................................................................. 800.00
Fireman’s House ............................................................... 500.00
Baker”s House ................................................................... 500.00
Cooks’ House....................................................................... 500.00 $281,900.00
1920 and 1921 Improvements Added by State 
Bond Improvement Commission ......... 103,000.00
$384,900.00





Ingersoll O Air Compressor ............................
American Well Works Air Compressor.......
Knowls’ Pump .....................................................
John McGowan .....................................................
Tower Tank, 100 ft. High ................................
Bored Well, 325 ft. Deep, 8 inch Diameter 








1,500 ft Water Mains, underground .....................
10,000 ft Branch Pipe Lines to Various Bldgs. 












Wash Basins with Connections ................................. $
Bath Tubs with Connections..........................................
Commodes with Connections..........................................















Inventory, Laundry Down Stairs












Hardin Tynes Corliss Engine.......
General Electric D. C. Generator
225 ft. Belting .................................
Switchboard ....................................
5,000 ft. Wire .................................









Telephone Switchboard, 2,500 ft. wire and Fixtures 400.00
$ 23,573.50
Buildings, valued .........................................................


























Head Cows, heifers and Calves ......
Head Sows, Meat Hogs and Pigs... 
Hens, Roosters, Guineas and Ducks 
Wagons, 3 trucks, 22 sets Harness . 
Tools (Farm Implements) ...............
Store Room (inventory)
Dry Goods and Groceries .................
Surplus Fund on Hand ...................
Fire Escape Fund ................................
Sewerage Fund ....................................












Total Personal Property ..$ 32,973.80
Total Personal Property and Real Estate $462,468.30
$
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ESTIMATE OF TOTAL WEIGHT OF ITEMS RECEIVED BY EAST MIS­
SISSIPPI INSANE HOSPITAL FROM JULY 1ST, 1919, 
TO JULY 1ST, 1921, 
18,787,453 lbs.
WARDS.ARTICLES MADE IN SEWING ROOM AND
1920 1921 Total
Aprons ......................................................................... .................... 197 260 457
Bonnets ....................................................................... .................... 20 20
Bed Ticks ..................................................................... ..................... 373 112 485
Bed Protectors ........................................................ ..................... 35 110 145
Boys’ Rompers ........................................................... .................... 8 8
Coats .............................................................................. .................... 1 2 3
Curtains ....................................................................... ..................... 37 54 91
Coffee Strainers ...................................................... ..................... 15 10 25
Continuous Bath Sheets.......................................... .................... 1 1 2
Continuous Bath Hammocks ............................... .................... 2 2
Canvas Dresses Jackets and Sults ......................................... 92 57 149
Chemise ........................................................................ .................... 452 544 996
Dresses ......................................................................... ....................  1,008 871 1.879
Drawers ....................................................................... ..................... 654 840 1,494
Night Gowns .............................................................. ................... 354 210 564
Napkins ....................................................................... ..................... 54 122 176
Flu Masks ................................................................... ..................... 32 14 46
Middies ....................................................................... ..................... 10 4 14
Oil Sheets..................................................................... ..................... 78 63 141
Petticoats ................................................................... ..................... 172 599 771
Pillow Slips ................................................................. ..................... 1,182 651 1,833
Pillow Ticks ............................................................... ..................... 84 41 125
Pants ............................................................................. ..................... 569 569
Quilts ........................................................................... ..................... 32 12 46
Rugs .............................................................................. .................... 42 67 109
Strainer Cloths ......................................................... ..................... 269 454 723
Suspenders ................................................................... ..................... 24 24
Sheets ........................................................................... ..................... 1,104 1,446 2,550
Shirts ........................................................................... ....................  1,266 1,137 2,403
Shrouds ....................................................................... .................. 32 171 49
Sacks .............................................................................. .................... 52 219 271
Sand and Laundry Bags ..................................... ..................... 18 3 21
Towels, Roller .......................................................... .................... 386 478 864
Towels, hemmed ...................................................... ..................... 977 380 1,357
Table Cloths and Covers....................................... ..................... 16 38 54
Underbodies...................................................................................... 263 233 496
Waists ........................................................................... ..................... 4 4 8
Garments Repaired .................................................. ..................... 6,124 4,258 10,382
Blankets ................................................................ .. ..................... 29 67 96
